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“I am proud to be a ‘computer geek’ in my spare time, and my dissertation was on interactive experiences. I am also Quality Matters trained. As a newcomer to iLearn who has extensive computer and online teaching experience, I have found unusual ways to do things. I tend to play around with systems until I figure out how to get them to do what I imagine should be possible. As a result, I have discovered how to accomplish some unique things. I am looking forward to sharing what I have learned how to do in iLearn with my colleagues.” More details about Dr. Robinette’s background are available on her website at www.CommunicationPhD.com.

Workshop Description

Have you thought about customizing your iLearn sites? Do you want to present a clean site with only necessary tools or add bells and whistles to it? Come to this session to learn how to bend iLearn features to your will and construct innovative interactive “Digital Learning Quests” for your classes. Master methods for molding the iLearn landscape to:

- Funnel student focus
- Stimulate student curiosity
- Engage students in active learning experiences online
- Track student achievement of learning milestones and outcomes

Immediately apply techniques on your iLearn site as you are exploring new possibilities in the Lowell Thomas Digital Toolbox Lab. Space is limited. Reserve your seat today!